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Key Points

1. Emerging antimicrobial resistance makes empiric therapy unreliable. Therefore, rapid antimicrobial susceptibility testing will provide early, definitive therapeutic guidance to optimize patient outcome.

2. Genotypic rapid AST methods are fast but can only identify what we know about. Phenotypic rapid AST methods provide a nuanced integrated assessment of resistance that can be used to pick the most active therapies.

3. Early detection by phenotypic AST methods requires very sensitive technology such as microscopic detection of replicating organisms, biophysical assessment, or signal amplification techniques.

4. For the potential of rapid AST platforms to be fully realized, results must be linked with robust, autonomous decision support solutions that will implement therapeutic changes in real time.

Synopsis

With emerging antimicrobial resistance, rapid antimicrobial susceptibility testing (AST) is needed to provide early definitive therapeutic guidance to optimize patient outcome. Genotypic methods are fast, but can identify only a subset of known resistance elements. Phenotypic methods determine clinically predictive minimal inhibitory concentrations and include very sensitive optical and biophysical methods to detect changes in replication or physiology of pathogens in response to antibiotics. For the potential of rapid AST to be fully realized, results must be linked with robust decision support solutions that will implement therapeutic changes in real time.
**Introduction**

Antimicrobial susceptibility testing (AST) is a fundamental mission of the clinical microbiology laboratory. AST provides an *in vitro* measure of bacterial response to an antimicrobial agent that predicts therapeutic efficacy. Standard AST methods require isolated organisms and effectively take a day to perform. Thus, a minimum of two days is required to obtain susceptibility information from a clinical sample. With emerging resistance, this delay may lead to a prolonged antimicrobial susceptibility testing gap during which patients are treated with suboptimal or ineffective therapy. Rapid AST methods are needed to close this gap. In this review, we summarize new and evolving approaches to rapid AST. Importantly, if a rapid AST method provides a timely result and no one is aware, we rhetorically query (akin to the proverbial fallen tree in the forest), whether it is truly rapid. Therefore, we suggest that rapid AST must go hand in hand with new decision support technology to enable an equally rapid therapeutic response.

**From Reference to Commercial Methods: Current State**

AST methods based on broth or agar dilution are used to determine the minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC), defined as the lowest concentration of antimicrobial inhibiting growth *in vitro*. Organizations such as the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) and the European Committee on Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing (EUCAST) correlate MICs with pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamics (PK/PD) studies and clinical outcome to derive categorical interpretive criteria (sensitive, resistant, etc.) upon which antimicrobial therapeutic selections are made. The gold standard dilution-based methods - broth macrodilution and microdilution, and agar dilution - have remained relatively unchanged for >40 years.¹
These methods serve as reference comparators for clearance of all commercial AST testing systems. However, they are labor intensive and complex so they are rarely if ever performed outside a reference laboratory setting. Instead, most clinical laboratories use automated platforms for routine AST with generally comparable performance characteristics. AST may also be performed with commercially prepared broth dilution panels, or using antimicrobial disk or gradient strip diffusion methods. Practically, results from all of these methods are not available until the next day, and therapeutic corrections in response to results may be delayed even further. All of these methods require inoculation with isolated bacterial colonies, although direct testing of positive culture broth without colony isolation (decreasing turn around by a day) has proven reasonably reliable using disk diffusion.2

**With emerging antimicrobial resistance, timeliness becomes important**

Until recently, predictable susceptibility profiles allowed for reliable selection of effective empiric antimicrobial therapy, making a one to two day AST gap clinically acceptable (Fig. 1). However, emerging antimicrobial resistance has led to a higher incidence of empiric therapy failure. In particular, for bloodstream infections, mortality correlates with the time needed to get patients on active therapy.3 Delay may have less impact on localized infections such as uncomplicated cystitis and pyelonephritis.4 Nevertheless, patients suffer in the short-term from symptom prolongation and are at increased risk of complications while on suboptimal therapy.

Therefore, rapid AST will support several clinical goals. First, with emerging antimicrobial resistance, rapid AST will identify active therapy in time to optimize outcome.5 Second, rapid AST will support antimicrobial stewardship goals by allowing timely transition
from increasingly broad-spectrum regimens to pathogen-specific therapy. This narrowing of coverage reduces (1) exposure to potentially toxic broad-spectrum single and combination antimicrobial regimens, (2) complications such as *C. difficile* colitis; and (3) selection for antimicrobial resistant pathogens in the patient's colonizing flora, a setup for future multidrug-resistant infection. Based on these considerations, rapid AST methods are not surprisingly an area of intense investigation.

**Rapid Susceptibility Landscape Overview**

There are two broad classes of AST technology: genotypic and phenotypic, each of which has advantages and disadvantages. The most impactful rapid susceptibility methods would yield results in a few hours. However, holistically, "rapid" must also take into account time required for all pre- and post-analytic components leading to therapeutic adjustments.

**Genotypic Testing**

Genotypic AST detects presence of specific resistance genes, which may encode enzymes that degrade antibiotic (e.g., β-lactamases), modify antibiotic target (e.g., ribosomal methylases) or alter the target via mutation or substitution (e.g., acquisition of penicillin binding protein 2a by *S. aureus*). Genotypic susceptibility testing can provide rapid results since neither growth nor metabolism is required for readout. Further, genotypic testing, unlike traditional AST methods, can be performed directly on primary specimens and positive blood culture broth, greatly reducing time to diagnosis.

However, genotypic testing only detects what it is designed to detect, and conversely won't detect what we don't yet know about. Additionally, it provides no information about
penetrance – to what degree a resistance element is phenotypically expressed – and so may overcall resistance. For example, low levels of serine carbapenemase expression may result in carbapenem MICs (susceptible or intermediate) that should be treatable based on PK/PD considerations.\(^8,9\) Of course, it may be argued whether phenotypic MICs are sufficiently reliable based on the steep inoculum effect observed at bacterial concentrations used for AST testing;\(^10\) whether sufficient PK/PD exploration has been performed to justify use of carbapenems for carbapenem-producing strains, when other options are available; and thus whether a more conservative approach based on gene detection is preferred.\(^10\) However, it is certain that targeted genetic methods lack nuance.

The Gram-Positive/Negative Genotypic Divide

The predictive value and utility of genotypic AST is strongest for Gram-positive pathogens. Here, a relatively small number of resistance elements (\textit{mecA/C, vanA/B}) contribute to the preponderance of phenotypically observed resistance to therapeutics of major interest.

However, the Gram-positive, \textit{mecA} target itself also illustrates the not necessarily apparent complexity of genotypic testing. The \textit{mecA} gene exists within a mobile genetic element (SCCmec) that is heterogeneous.\(^11\) Therefore, a large number of primer sets have been incorporated into nucleic acid amplification tests (NAATs) to ensure reliable detection. This is especially important as the clinical consequences of calling a methicillin-resistant blood isolate inappropriately susceptible to β-lactams can be devastating, i.e., a switch to ineffective therapy for an aggressive infection. Furthermore, this genetic heterogeneity is not static. As an exemplar, emergence of \textit{mecC} in \textit{S. aureus} led to missed detection of MRSA in \textit{mecA} assays.\(^12\) Therefore, microbial evolution necessitates vigilance and diagnostic product evolution with associated
regulatory, technical, and economic hurdles, ultimately limiting NAAT assays to only the most common, relatively stable targets.

In contrast, Gram-negative pathogens frequently exhibit resistance mechanisms that are polygenic and reflect combinatorial effects of permeability, efflux, target modification, enzymatic degradation, and potentially other mechanisms as well. For example, predicting how the hundreds of distinct β-lactamases, which may be expressed in different combinations and at different levels, would affect the MIC against a variety of β-lactam agents seems a daunting task. With this complexity, an inclusive, fully predictive assay may be an elusive goal.

Nevertheless, platforms that rapidly detect presence or absence of high consequence resistance elements such as KPC, VIM, IMP, OXA, and NDM carbapenemases will allow therapeutic adjustment and/or potential reach for agents not typically used for empiric therapy. Genotypic resistance detection within syndromic panels is further discussed in chapter 8, "Direct-from-Specimen Pathogen Identification: Evolution of Syndromic Panels".

With total analytical times likely trend to under 10 minutes with advanced PCR techniques and related technologies, these types of panels will offer very rapid, targeted direction for a subset of pathogens and resistance types.13 The potential application of whole genome sequencing for AST, the logical extreme of multiplexed genotypic testing, is reviewed in chapter 6, "Next-Generation Sequencing from Strain Typing to Identification to Antimicrobial Susceptibility Prediction: Will It Supplant Traditional Methods in the Clinical Microbiology Laboratory, When and at What Cost?"

**Challenges of Rapid Phenotypic AST**
A wide body of PK/PD data have been used to set categorical breakpoints based on phenotypic MICs determined by reference methods. Broadly, relation of pharmacokinetic profiles to phenotypic MIC predicts treatment efficacy based on well-established parameters that appear thus far agnostic to underlying resistance gene repertoire. For example, time over the MIC is predictive of a successful response to β-lactam therapy, reviewed in chapter 10, "What the clinical microbiologist should know about PK/PD in the era of emerging multidrug-resistance – focusing on β-lactam / β-lactamase inhibitor combinations."

Therefore, rapid determination of the phenotypic MIC would provide significant value.

Currently, all reference AST methods are based on direct visual observation of an organism’s response to antibiotics. The threshold for visual detection requires more than a > 200-fold increase in bacterial numbers from the initial inoculum. Accordingly, such bulk growth AST assays require an extended incubation period (16-20 hours) to reach reliable detection thresholds.

Earlier assessment of growth is complicated by both biological and technical factors. A major biological factor is the "lag phase", during which organisms metabolically adapt to a new environment, but do not yet reproduce.14 Measurements made before organisms exit this lag phase may result in erroneous categorization of organisms as antibiotic susceptible. Lag phase can last for 1-2 hours under optimal conditions and may be extended in the presence of stressors including exposure to subinhibitory levels of antibiotics during MIC testing.15

Even during the active growth phase, genes required for antimicrobial resistance may take a finite time to be expressed. Further, measurements may be confounded by altered morphology of organisms in the presence of antibiotics. For example, Gram-negative cells exposed to inhibitory concentrations of β-lactams or fluoroquinolones filament,16 potentially making it difficult to distinguish between increased volume and true replication.
Biological limitations notwithstanding, rapid phenotypic AST methods must detect organism growth and/or metabolism with very low organism burden. Therefore, the most significant requirement for rapid phenotypic AST is sufficiently sensitive measurement techniques. Several innovative technologies have emerged to address these challenges, broken down by general category below.

**Microscopy-Based Rapid Phenotypic AST**

The conceptually simplest way to determine whether an organism’s replication is inhibited by an antibiotic is to count bacterial cell numbers by microscopy. However, such measurements are complicated by the need to confine bacteria to a focal plane within a sufficiently optically clear medium to allow microscopic image analysis. Several different strategies have been explored including electrophoretic or centrifugal immobilization onto an adherent surface covered by liquid growth medium; inkjet printing of organisms onto a solid growth surface; or confinement to a microfluidic droplet or channel, several examples of which are discussed in turn. This is not a comprehensive listing, but illustrates the diversity of approaches being pursued. The evolution and natural selection of the most propitious methods will play out over the next decades.

One commercialized system electrophoreses organisms from positive blood culture broth (presumably applicable to primary samples as well) onto a solid surface. An automated microscope records transition from individual organisms to microcolonies in the presence or absence of a panel of antibiotics. MICs are determined based on a machine-learning algorithm that evaluates growth effects of a single concentration of antibiotic during a several hour incubation. These extrapolated MICs have been reported to be accurate.17
Both the elegance and complexity of this system is emblematic of the tradeoffs that must be reconciled as the field matures. For example, the existing one sample per shift per instrument throughput is a concern in high volume laboratories. The underlying complexity also necessarily comes at a price point that will not address the needs of resource limited (see chapter 3, "Clinical Microbiology in Under-Resourced Settings," for further discussion) and perhaps even not so resource limited settings as well.

Our own group is developing a technology that utilizes inkjet printing of pathogen and antibiotics onto a solidified Mueller-Hinton-based growth surface. The system allows testing of any antimicrobial at any concentration at will using commercially available microplates, consumables, and reagents. Automated microscopy is combined with a trained convolutional neural network-based algorithm to allow for highly automated MIC determination. Although still early in development, this system has shown >95% agreement for testing standard quality control strains with representative classes of antibiotics in a 2 hour time frame. In its current form, it would need to be combined with a separate bacterial identification system, for example, matrix assisted laser desorption time of flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF), to allow appropriate interpretation. Another recently described microscopic technology follows growth of bacteria immobilized in agarose in a customized 96-well plate format from positive blood culture broth with AST determinations in 4 hours.

**Microscopy Plus Microfluidics**

A variety of microfluidic-based methods for AST have been described in which bacteria are confined within channels or nanodroplets and assayed by traditional or fluorescence microscopy. Microfluidic devices are custom manufactured and may require pumping and
sample loading methods that increase device complexity, cost, and scalability. However, implementation of microfluidics in infectious disease sample-to-answer nucleic acid amplification tests suggests that these technologies can be successfully commercialized.

**Alternative Optical Detection Methods**

A fundamental challenge for direct microscopy-based AST methods is the need for magnification (typically $\geq 400x$), which demands relatively complex and potentially costly optics and automation (for example, an autofocus system coupled to a mechanized stage). In one alternative strategy, organisms from primary samples after exposure to antibiotic and an incubation phase are tethered to magnetic beads and labeled with FISH probes unique for each species, and then pulled by a magnet through a light blocking dye-cushion thereby optically separating labeled bacteria from specimen matrix and unbound reporter.\textsuperscript{22} Organisms are counted without magnification using a CMOS digital camera chip allowing species-specific quantitative analysis.

An alternative method uses forward laser light scatter, in a way similar to flow cytometry, but in bulk bacterial growth suspension. This biophysical bacterial enumeration method, already commercialized for quantifying bacteria in urine specimens, has been applied to direct AST on urine specimens and positive blood culture broth.\textsuperscript{23,24}

**Spectrometry-Based Detection**

Raman spectroscopy-based methods rely on spectral scattering of an incident monochromatic laser beam to detect potentially very early physiological changes in bacteria exposed to antibiotics and deposited on a solid surface for analysis.\textsuperscript{25} To date, no Raman
spectroscopy-based AST methods have been comprehensively evaluated and the potential for cost-effective commercialization of these complex technologies remain unclear.

MALDI-TOF has become commonplace in the clinical microbiology laboratory as a qualitative technique for species identification. There has been some progress towards using peak intensity as a proxy for bacterial growth which can in turn be applied to phenotypic AST. However, to transition this technology into clinical practice, significant additional levels of automation will be required. Further, applicability to direct specimen AST seems a steep hurdle and the cost of underlying instrumentation will make deployment at point of care unfeasible. MALDI-TOF is discussed in more depth in chapter 5, "MALDI-TOF: The Revolution in Progress."

**Signal amplification**

Detection of small numbers of bacteria can also be addressed through signal amplification techniques using either physical or molecular detection methods. For example, after standard incubation for several hours in 96-well format, one platform uses robotics to introduce cationic, europium-cryptate-diamine chelate into microplates that non-specifically coat and bind to natively anionic bacterial surfaces. After a washing step to remove unbound chelate, time-resolved fluorescence signal from the chelate correlates with total bacterial surface area and accurately predicts MIC values.

Several strategies use nucleic acid amplification technology (NAAT) to quantify organism number or transcriptional activity and provide a much earlier readout of growth and viability than bulk growth assays. A variation uses replication incompetent phage particles to introduce a reporter (e.g., luciferase gene) into bacteria in a species-specific manner for both
identification and AST. Luminescence, an ATP-dependent process, provides a proxy for bacterial viability. The technique is potentially applicable to direct testing of patient samples with low organism burden.\textsuperscript{29} Notably, all of the signal amplification assays discussed are endpoint determinations with a fixed, single incubation time for analysis. These fixed determinations will need to confront lag time and resistance induction issues that can be more easily addressed by real-time phenotypic measures.

**Decision Support Must Go Hand in Hand with Rapid AST Implementation**

Faster AST results should lead to reduced morbidity and mortality, shorter hospital stays, and cost savings. However, in practice, several factors prevent full realization of these benefits. These include inadequate communication and therapeutic inertia -- reluctance to switch from broad empiric broad-spectrum therapy, if active, to directed therapy.

These factors likely contribute to the less than impressive, but nevertheless instructive, findings in the rapid diagnostics literature. These studies primarily examined the impact of rapid diagnostic molecular testing performed on positive blood culture broth in comparison to traditional methods. They further focused almost exclusively on pathogen identification rather than rapid susceptibility testing, and therapeutic changes were primarily seen for Gram-positive infections. Yet, two important lessons can still be distilled. First, even without AST guidance there was significant improvement in time to effective therapy (5 hours) and reduced length of hospital stay (2.5 days).\textsuperscript{30} Second, significant improvement in mortality was only demonstrated in the presence of an antimicrobial team on call to respond to "rapid data" and assist in therapeutic adjustment. With some exceptions, it is doubtful that significant change in therapy
would have been made in advance of classic AST for Gram-negative pathogens. Therefore, the power of rapid AST is recognized but has not yet been fully demonstrated in the literature.\textsuperscript{31}

Over the next twenty years, the number of therapeutic choices will certainly increase as will prevalence of antimicrobial resistance (Fig. 2). Therefore, the likely efficacy of empiric therapy will decrease. Further, with increasing number of potential agents, new dosing strategies, and insights from personalized metabolomics, it will be more difficult for caregivers to master optimal use of these agents (optimal dosing, drug interactions, contraindications, adjustments for disease conditions) and render timely, informed therapeutic decisions to take full advantage of rapid AST. Yet such rapid therapeutic adjustments will become critical as empiric therapies become unreliable.

Ultimately, impact of rapid AST technologies will rely on care providers’ willingness and ability to rapidly respond. It is clear that reliance on intervention from specially trained teams, although effective, is only a partial, resource intensive, and not fully sustainable solution.

Therefore, we envision that rapid AST must be inextricably linked to a robust and ultimately autonomous decision support system. Such a system, which we call AST-ASSIST, will incorporate bundled orders, rapid identification and susceptibility input; integration of the medical record; and automated flags and real-time therapeutic decisions or suggestions. Each component is discussed in turn as outlined in Fig. 3. This system is designed to provide the most appropriate, timely antimicrobial therapy, while still enlisting direction from primary care givers who are best aware of history, clinical considerations, and patient preferences not reflected in the medical record.

We envision leveraging clinicians’ insights by allowing up-front decisions for multiple potential antimicrobial treatment options, or physician order pathways (POPs). Specifically,
when infection is suspected, a POP would consist of a single order including both microbiological cultures and treatment. Constituted within this order would be broad-spectrum empiric antibiotics and a series of potential targeted antibiotic regimens that would be reflexed depending on definitive (rapid) AST results. Modifications to the POP would be suggested by AST-ASSIST through query of the electronic medical record (EMR) to consider patient allergies, interacting medications, underlying medical conditions, laboratory values (creatinine, liver function tests, cytopenias) and potential for resistance based on a current antibiogram, prior cultures, clinical service, and length and history of hospitalizations.

If organisms were detected, they would be subject to rapid antimicrobial identification and susceptibility testing using fully interfaced instrumentation. Therefore, data would be available in real-time in the EMR. We envision that AST-ASSIST middleware would evaluate updated microbiological, laboratory and clinical data from the medical record in real-time to detect relevant changes since the original POP. For example, it would identify contraindications not detected in the initial POP evaluation such as interactions with recently instituted therapies. If an appropriate targeted antimicrobial were initially included in the POP, an automatic update to pharmacy and nursing records would result in immediate change in therapy. If appropriate therapy were not included in the POP, clinicians would be alerted by pager/text message with a recommendation for an appropriate antimicrobial.

As an example of this process, if a patient were suspected to have sepsis, a POP would include blood cultures and specify empiric vancomycin/piperacillin-tazobactam as a broad-spectrum antimicrobial regimen based on the local antibiogram and patient history. If methicillin-susceptible *S. aureus* (MSSA) were isolated, the AST-ASSIST system would evaluate the POP for optimal targeted therapy. If no contraindications were found, coverage
would automatically be narrowed to a β-lactam such as cefazolin at the next dose, thereby minimizing all possible delay. However, if coagulase negative staphylococci were isolated, the EMR would be automatically queried for previous positive cultures, elevated white cell count, fever, and biomarkers such as procalcitonin (see chapter 9, "Biomarkers - predicting bacterial versus viral infection, or none of the above: current and future prospects") and lactate levels to predict the probability of a true infection versus contamination. Depending on the results and what was defined in the POP order, therapy may be stopped or the clinician paged to intervene.

Alternatively, if a carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae expressing a serine carbapenemase (with an MIC = 16 µg/mL by a phenotypic method) were isolated, an alert would be sent to nursing staff and pharmacy for immediate dosing of an appropriate active agent, for example, plazomicin, ceftazidime-avibactam, or meropenem-vaborbactam. Here, dose optimization of active agents may be particularly important owing to inherent toxicity or desire to optimize drug exposure based on PK/PD principles. Therefore, AST-ASSIST dosing algorithms would take into account body mass index, liver and kidney function, genetic metabolic knowledge, drug interactions with other onboard therapies, specific MIC of organism and known PK/PD relationships to optimize dose and dosing frequency for particular agents, as applicable.

**Conclusion**

Rapid AST represents a critical component in addressing the challenges posed by emerging antimicrobial resistance. A variety of phenotypic and genotypic methods are already FDA-cleared or in development that promise to reduce the time to definitive AST results from days hours. However, to optimize impact, those results must be shared with and acted upon by
healthcare providers just as rapidly. Therefore, rapid AST must be supported by a robust LIS, EMR, and decision support infrastructure (POPs and AST-ASSIST). We look forward to fully integrated rapid AST systems and the advantages they will provide at all levels in our healthcare systems.
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Figure Legends

**Figure 1. Reducing the antimicrobial testing gap.** Rapid AST will reduce the time between the start of empiric therapy and definitive therapy based on AST data by at least one day for methods that test isolated bacterial growth and by at least two days for methods that test primary specimens directly. Rapid AST data will allow life-saving therapeutic corrections, and tailoring of therapy to foster stewardship goals and avoid complications from extended broad-spectrum empiric therapy.

**Figure 2. Loss of reliable empiric therapy.** Over the next two decades, antimicrobial resistance will increase significantly. The number of available antimicrobials will also increase, but not at the same pace. As a result, the likelihood that any given empiric therapy will be effective will decrease. Therefore, rapid AST will become increasingly necessary to ensure patients are on active therapy in time to make a difference.

**Figure 3. AST-ASSIST.** Rapid AST is only truly rapid if results can be acted upon quickly. To this end, we envision a decision support system, AST-ASSIST, that will leverage use of provider other pathways (POPs), which contain instructions for initial empiric antibiotics and options for reflexed directed antimicrobial therapy populated based on patient medical and microbiological history and local antibiogram. AST-ASSIST will implement therapeutic changes included within the POP based on organism identity and rapid AST results through interface with pharmacy and nursing systems and/or notify clinicians through pager or text message for additional timely input as needed.
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